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NATIONAL AERO11AUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

TECHNICAL NOTE D-34

AIRPL./1E A1D ENGINE RESPONSES TO ABRUPT THROTTLE STEPS

A DETER ED FROM FLIGhT TESTS OF EIGiT

JET-PROPELLD AIRPLANES

By Maurice D. Ifhite and Bernard A. Schlaff

SUKMARY

As a Dart of a generalized landing-approach investigation, deter.i-
nations were made of the dynamic responses of a number of airplanes and

engines to abrupt throttle steps. For the thrust levels above about

80 percent of design rpm to which the tests were mainly confined, the
thrust responses to small-amplitude thrust changes (5-percent change in
r-cp) were representable by a first-order dynamic response (1 - e - ct) in

most of tae cases; the exception used variable exit-nozzle area and
temperature rather than engine rpm as a primary engine variable. For
larger amplitude steps, the thrust variations departed sigaificantly
fromr that of a first-order response for some engines; while the di_'ference,;
from the first-order response would probably not be a serious factor in
approxinating engine response characteristics for landing-approach
simulations, they migit be significant for other applications. Engine
dynamic response characteristics were not a limiting factor in carrier-
type approaches where the characteristic small throttle movements would
be associated with small time constants; this conclusion would not apply,
however, in low-power tactical-type approaches. Similarly, in wave-off'

from carrier-type approaches, the engine dynamic responses were rapid

enough that this factor did not limit approach speeds. Responses of the
various test airplanes to throttle steps were different in the degree to

which normal accelerations developed as a result of trim changes due to
thrust.

IflTRODUCTION

The Ames Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration has been conducting a general study of the problems of

the landing approach with several objectives. These include the
identification of the factors that limit the approach speed (ref. 1),
the development of means for decreasing the approach speed (ref. 2 and
boanary-layer control studies), and the development of criteria for

predicting the approach speed. As noted in reference 1, the throttle
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may be used by the pilot as an important means for controlling altitude

precisely in constant-speed types of approaches. Consequently, the

dynamic responses of the engine and the airplane to throttle movement

are significant during this type of approach. For this reason, these

characteristics were documented in flight for a number of the airplanes

tested in the aforementioned program, and the results are presented in
this report.

NOTATION

A exit area of jet :.c.zle, sq ft

Ax longitudinal acceleration, units of gravity, g

A z  normal acceleration, units of gravity, g

c arbitrary constant

Fg gross thrust, lb

Fg' uncorrected gross thrust as determined from single probe in tail

pipe

FN net thrust, lb

Fram ram drag, as defined in equation (1), lb

k nozzle coefficient

p static pressure, lb/sq ft

q dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft

rpm engine revolutions per minute

T thrust, lb

Te absolute temperature, deg

Tma x  maximum thrust at sea level, lb

t time

V velocity, knots

W landing weight of airplane, lb



Wa mass flow of air through engine, slugs/sec

CL angle of attack, deg

rate of change of flight-path angle

be  elevator angle, deg

6Th throttle position

o ratio of absolute temperature at inlet to absolute temperatureat
sea level for standard conditions

p atmospheric density, slugs/cu ft

Subscripts

0 standard condition

stall

T tail-pipe location

AIRPLANES AND ENGINES

Dynamic response characteristics were determined for eight fighter-
type jet-propelled airplanes; the FJ-3, F4D, F9F-6, F-86A, F-86F, F-94C,

F-84F, and F7U-3. A two-view sketch of each of the airplanes is shown

in figure 1.

The engine model and series designation for each of the airplanes is

given in table I together with the type of fuel regulator. The engines

were of axial-flow compressor type except for the J-48 engines used in

the F9F-6 and F-94C airplanes which are centrifugal-flow compressor types.

The J-57 engine installed in the FiD-1 airplanes is of the twin-spool

type. Three of the engine types had afterburners, but the afterburners
were not used in any of the tests reported here.
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INSTLU4ENTATION t

Standard NASA re--ording Instrumentution was used to record airspeed,
altitude, normal, and longitudinal acceleration, angle of atiack, throttle I
position, and tail-pipe pressure. Conventional techniques were used to
calibrate the recording airspeed systems in the F7U-3, F-56A, F-b6F, F4D,
aid FJ-3 airplanes. No airspeed calibrations were -nude for the FjF-6,
F-94C, and F-84F airplanes; for these airplanes, nose-boom installation:;
with static-pressure sources approximately 10 feet ahead. of the airplane
iitjncn weste nbbLwnttU W pztavidr tsLat.jc JI-rutbL wit! [Lu ciAiOZ US

A single tail-pipe probe, which was used as an engine thrust inlica-
tor in accordanr'e with reference ,, was calibrated staticaLly by uL', of a

ground thrust stand for each of the installat'ons.
Engine rpj, tail-pipe temperature, and fuel weight were obtained

from the airphtne standard indicators by ubing a movie camera to photo-

grph the instni ent panel.

Dyno-'.c Response Characteristics of Instruments

Since the present tests were conduct'd only incidentally to the
landing-approach btuies, no special. insti'smentation was installed to
miniize tho lag of the recorded values. , brief estimate of the dyinarac
response c,,2racteristics of the inbulruments used to define engine
perfunmnacn follows:

(a) Tail-pipe pressure: The natural frequency of the recorder wac
about PI0 cycles per second, which would introduce ncgigible time lag:, 1
for the effective freqtwrclsu of the pressure responses. For the lengths
of tubing used in the pressure lines, the maximum lags were estimated to
be about 0.01 second, based on the procedures of reference 4. The
resultant lag of the recorded values of tail-pipe pressure, the primiry
indicator of thrust, is therefore considered negligible.

indU.cating systems u.;ed for most of the test -Lirplanes were relatively

of the increment for the largest errorL. thut were estimated to have
occ"'red. This lag effect was considered snmll enough to Justify it;
IeglEct in the data evaluation.
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(c) Engine rpm: Laboratory tests of typical service indicators
showed the indicator to lag step changes in voltage input from 80 to 100
percent of design rpm by 0.65 second, and step changes in voltage input
from 100 to 60 percent of design rpm by 3.9 second. These figures
represent moderate time lags, for which no attempts were made to provide
corrections. It will be noted, however, that these measurements are not
used in any of tht, calculations, but are presented only as time histories.

TESTS

IF

A series of throttle steps was made with each of the airplanes, over
a range of step amp'.itudes for increasing and decreasing thrusts. The
airplanes were in the landing-approach configurations, and the tests
were conducted with fixed controls at approximately the landing-approach
speed for each airplane. -lie test aIltudes razged from 200M to 6fJO

feet.

For most of the airplanes the tebts were confined to the thrust
range from 80 to 100 percent of design rp n, with thrust increments
corresponding to rpm changes of ;, 10, 10, and C percent of design rpm.
A oroader range of engine thrusts was covered on one of the airplanes,
the F-86A, the engine test rpm ranging from 40 to 100 percent. For the
F)-6 and F7U=-3 airplanes the program of runs wa ; not ar systematic an:s
it was for the other airplanes which were tested subsequently.

Some of the airplanes were evaluated in wave-off maneuvers. For
these tests carrier-ty-pe landing approaches were made at a number of
approach speeds. From these approaches, wave-offs were made with slow,
intermediate, and normal throttle advances. 'These tests were conducteu
by several pilots at a field carrier-landing practice facility maintaiief,
by the Navy at Crows Landing, Californ.a.

Some of the test airplanes were equipped with afterburners but the
afterburner. were not used in tny of trie tests .reported herein.

RESULTS

Static Thrutt

The vzriutions of thrust with corrected rpm for the test er gines is

determined from thrust-stand :easurements at sea level are shown ir
figure 2. D:ata for the F7TU- tirpl-ane are omitted from fi6ure U, because,
as indicated later, the thrust varirations for this airplane do riot Lenrd
themselves to this type of presentation. The data are presented as the :

A

---ML--------.-------.--. ------- I'
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ratio of thrust to maximum thrust in order to show the degree to which
one approximate curve might serve for generalized studies. The data for
the single-spool engine* do hOw nQfzr uOAus.QCancy '"U it i "'-pnrccnt

that the legitimacy of such an approximation would depend on its intended
use. The t%-in-spool engine (F4D) shows considerable disparity from the
others.

Throttle Steps

Typicil responses c.' the engines and the airplanes to abrupt s;tep [
movements of the throttle are shown in Ltrur Ut~ory an 1 li, £iure:; I-
10. The throttle po'ition, indicated engine rpm, net thrust,, ind longi-
tudisal and normal accelerations are shown for each airplane for throttle
rteps from 80 to 8, 80 to .00, .00 to 80, and Y5 to 60 percent of dei#_i
rpm. For several of the airplanes, the F7U-3j, FF-6, and the F-B6A, data
were not obtained for the precise ranges designted, axnd the! time historic :
%.re for ranges most nearly approximating them.

Values of the net thrust, FN, were determined from the following
equation:

FN M Fgcoa a - Fram  ()

where

Fg kFg' t,

and k is the nozzle coefficient determined from thrust stand tufts.

The values or F ' and Fram  were obtained from the reiuLiusipt' &iven

in reference 3.

Ap U.; Fra .. f Ai ruI
A0 = - =; f ; rOj = i 16',q.Apo  Apo  2 7

Unlike the other airplanes the throttle position for the F7U-4
airplane is plotted in terms of percent of maximum thrust available, the
relationship of the throttle position to thrust being obtatined from ste,16y-
state flight data at an altitude of about )000 feet. The (dfference in
41...-44tt +1n. p--.'to nn-r WR!n ? renni rer hprtaoIinp of' tfa fniet. tL,1lt I rI

the range of engine thru;ts applicable to the cajrrier-pproch condition,
the engines of the F7U-3 were operated at constunt rpm and the thru;t wa-;
modulated by ulhanging fuel flow and exit-nozzle aret to alter temperatu, r.
Engine data for the FTJ-3 airplane are presented for orly ore of the two
engine3 installed in tle alrplane; the airplane res.ponses correspmond to
thruzt changes of both engines.

4i

I} - ;
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Data were recorded for the F-94C airplane at airspeeds of 140 fund
160 knots. Since the response haracteristics were found to be nearly
identical at both speeds only the data fox 140 knots are presented.

It will be noted in firw.! to 10 ... t uuccsionally there was a
d.ifference between the indicated engine rpm and the rpm setting of the

throttle at the beginning of the time history. Possible explanations for
theste differences would include play or backJash in the throttle system
linkage, and differences in altitude between the test run and the
calibration curve for the throttle position.

DISCUSSION

Basic Engine Characteristics

The basic characteristics of conventional jet engines are such that
the maxi m allowable accelerations in rotation are limited as a function
of the rotational speed (rpm). Stalling of the blades of the compressor
is an important considertion in defining the limiting positive rotational
accelerations, and flame blowout in defining the limiting negative
accelerations. Fuel regulators usually schedule fuel so that engine
operation will approach but not cross the bounidaries established by these
considerations.

FEngine thrust responses at high thrust levels.- The actual thrust
responses achle-red in service installations as a result of these restric-
tions are Indicated by the data shown in figures 3 to 10. The thrust data
show the quantita-Ave time constants that prevail as a result of the
qualitative limitations indicated above, The results are confined to
thrust levels which cover t-hc rnges or values that are qenernlly used in
rirrier-type approaches - above about 80 percent of design rpm for most of
the airplanes. The restriction to this range of values was established
on the basis that the pilots use the throttle as a basis, altitude control
mtinly in this type of approach, so that the dynamic response characteris-
tics ere considered to be of significance only in this range (ref. 1).
In the tacticaL type of approach described in reference 1, the engine is
operated at low thrust levels where the d yna:., . wesponses are very slow,
so t .at the pilots co not completely rely on obtaining a particularly
fast engine response. Quantitative values of engine time constants would
not be of as much interest for such operntio%.

The resu.ts in figures 3 to 10 initcate thtit there are variations

in the responses of the different engine and fuel regulator combinations
that preclude u simple general descri;tlon. For practical purposes the
responses of all the engines to steps of smll amplltude (1- to 2-percent
* exahe rpm) aire describaible as a first-order rcsponce (1 - e-ct). 'his

, , . . .. .....
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indicates that, as would be expected, at small amplitudes the tel
regulation does not greatly modify the basic choracter of the response
of the unregulated engine, which may be a.;suned as first order (ref. ').

The responses to increasing steps of large amplitu(e vary considerably
between engines. Plots of the variations of thrust with time show a

decreasing slope with tim that approximates a first-order response for
the F-84F and F-86A airplanes. A relatively uniform slope is shown for
the F-94C, Fg9-6, F-86F, FD, and FJ-3 airplanes. For the F711-3 airplane
the thrust appears to lag the throttle movement by a simple time lag.

A point of interest in connection with the foregoing comparison,
which should also be borne in mind with regard to thr following discussion,
is the role of the fuel regulator in defining dyna 'c r'2,sponse crtracteris-
tics. It will be noted ir table I that several of the airplanes included
in the investigation have the sae basic engine designation but different
fuel regulators; for example, the F9F-6 and the F-94C both have J-48
engines, the F-86A and the 7-86F both have J-47 engines, and the FJ-3 fund
"-84F both have J-65 engines. Yet, a review of the response characteris-
tics just described shows no consistency in response for the same engines.
While some differences in response for comparable engines may be due to
the engine differences associated with the dash designations (YJ65-W4
vergus YJ65-WIA), it is more likely that the differences in fuel regula-
tors are the cause. Accozd~izgly, when dynamic response characteristic,
are, for convenience, described in terms of an engine (or airplane), it
should be recognized that the fuel regulator is also an important variable
armong the different configurations.

Another characteristic which differed among the engines wal the
relative response for decreasing and increasing thrust changes. Generally,
responses were more rapid for decreasing than for increasing thrust changes,which is probably a consequence of the fact that the considerations th:at
limit the accelerations in the two directions are not the same. Exceptions
in this regard were the F-84F, the FD, and the F7U-3 for which the
decreasing responses were about as rapid as the increasing. For the latter
two airplanes the responses for increasing thrusts were so rapid as to
leave little room for increase in rate for the decreaslrnk thrust changes.

Several of the engines exhibited unusual variations from the general
pattern of response that bear mentioning although they were in no case
important enough to prompt pilots' comments. The initial abrupt thrust
increases shown for the F9F-6 and F-86F, the overblhuot i- thrit for the
F-86F and FJ-3, and the initial dip in thrust for the F-94C when stepping
from the lower thrust levels would be included in this category.

Englne time constants at tigh thrust levels.- Figure 11 rhows the
v-riutions of the effective time constant of the engines with the amplitude
of the thrust changes for th-ose engines for which significant data were
uwilable. The effective time constant is defined here as the time

____ -d 4 - F



I interval from the initial throttle movement to the develop.ment of 0,
percent of the final cteady-state thrust, which i roug hly e uivalen.t to

* the time constunt for a first-order response. It i, po iuly stret.g
a point to assign a first-order time constant to some of the repon:eL,
but it is done here as a matter of convenience.

Oj The data of figure 11 show reasonably conristent vriTitionil in the
jCorm plotted and straight-line fairings would appear to be ac:ceptable

approximations to the data. It is of interest in this regard to note
that attempts to plot the time constant against the mean rpm of the rtep,
as was done in reference 6, led to much more scatter of the data. In
contrast with the results of reference 7 which showed a decrease in time
co4nstant with increasing amplitude, the present results show no chaunge or
an in-reasing time constant with increasing amplitudet: of' thrust. Tl, h
of the above differences are probably attributable to the effects of the
fuel regulators which were not included in the tests of reference: ) !,iL 7,

As already noted the time constants for der-reising thrusts were
usually less than those for increasing thrusts.

It, general it appears from these results that the assumption of' a
! ~linear variation of first-order time con:;tant with ,implitude of trz

change would be a reasonable one to use for most simulator studies
involving pilot operation of the airplane.

I Engine thrust responses at low thrust levels.- For one of the test
airplanes, the F-abA, engine responses were documented over a muc-, wider

Xe range of thrust levels. Figure 12 shows the time required for the engine
to develop maxi um thrust as a function of initial rpm, the time for first
crossing of the final steady-state value being used in cases of overshoot.
(This time interval, it will be noted, differs from the effezcce time

4, constunt used in preceding figures; the thrust variations wit? time are
so completely different from a first-order response for the Lower rpm
levels that a first-order response approximation would be unreasonable.)

The results show that for the lower values of initial rpm, the times
•er required to attain maximum thrust are very long. Furthermore, the

required timt; are much greater than could be predicted from an extrrp-
olation of a linear variation of time constant with thrust amplitude.
This indicates a limitation in the range of applicability of linear time-
contant variations which should be considered in their use. Unpublished
datu for other engines of the same vintage confirm the trends shown in
figure 12.

tFuther conrln,,wtion that linear variations of time constant with
thrust amplitude may not be applicable at low thrust levels is given by
the data of figure 13. These data, which show time histories of thrust
response for a series of snil amplitude throttle steps, indicate that e'wt

Ide for thrust levels as high as 70-percent rpm there is a perceptible increase
in time constant over the value for higher rpm.

-~ aM_
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Airplane Responses

The responses of the various test airplanes to abrupt throttle steps
are indicated by the time histories of normal and longitudinal acceleration
in figures 3 to 10, and these are summarized in figure 14. The data
presented in these figures were obtained with the lonvitudinal control
held fixed except for the large-amplivue runs shown for the FJ-3 airplare,
and to a lesser degree the F79-6 airplanie. In the latter two cases the
longitudinal control was eased forward as the maneuver progressed, so
that the recorded normal accelerations are less than would have been
obtained in a control-fixed maneuver. Also, for the F-6F airplane with
blowing flap boundary-layer control, large trim changes result from
changes in bondary-layer control air f'ow;' the longitudinal control wan
moved to minimize such trim changes so that the recorded accelerations
are not the result of only throttle movements for this configuration.
As will become apparent in subsequent discussion these discrepancies will
not alter the qualitative conclusions tO be crawn from the results. The
responses in figure 14 are of interest as an indication of the ease with
which the flight-path angle may be controlled when the throttle is used
as the primary control. It should be obvious that the added energy
resulting from a thrust increase may appear as an increase in velocity
(-AX) or as an iner-rea in flight-path angles (f or A,/v). The distri-
bution of energy between the two motions depends on the pitching-moment
change due to throttle motion and the loangitudizal stability of the

tairplane.
The data of figure i4 show some variations in the distribution of

response (Ax versus Az) among the different airplanes. The large rapid
response in Az and the average response in A observed for the F-86F"irlane (with a blowing-flap boundary-layer contrail installation) were
considered good for tattler-type approaches. The responses for the
F-94C. pn the oirher hand showed the _greatest delay In developidng A of
any of the airplanes. This characteristic may have some bearing ozi the
reputation of the F-94C of being difficult to stabilize In speed in the

approach f The other arplawo which had charactersmics somewhat
intermediate be wee r, the Ate repon of e tr r rd as neither
outstandingly favorable nor nfavorable.

onoher charedmb of the responses which would influence the
pilot opinion may be described as the stability of the response. The
valuoes of Az  for most of the airp~lanes tended to become constant after
about 2 seconds. However, the Az response of the F9F-6 increased

~continuously for about 4 seconds for the large amputuie steps shown.
~This was considered by the piloto to be an undesirable characteristic.
~This behavior may be due to the length of the period of the short-period

longtudina! oscillation which was about 6 seconds. The effect of a

'Even though the air for the boundary-layer control is extracted from
the engine compressor, it would not be expected that this would influence
the engine dynamic response characteristics significantly.



I-' ft jit'hing-nmomerlt change due to throttle applicatiou would be expected to
e ei t for a longe, time on an airplane having a longer natural period.

B The degree to which the pilot reduced this effect by casing the stick
In forard f"' noepe- j, han n -.. 1--aind it.LU many be ilijerred

from the f!,a t that the pilot applied a correction, however, that he
regarded the response as excessive. Possibly the exi.,tence of a pitch-
up tendency !it higher angles of attack, may have influenced the pilot in
his deciion to check the motion.

r, jirftlar delaty in reaching a steady-state value occurred with the
J-j airplane, but was preceded, in thi, case, by a short pause of 2

seconds. The period of this airplane is also approximately 6 seconds at
low speeds and a pitc' -up occurs at higher anrgles of attack. The lack
nf ,nf',nt nr ,l a ,r-entn by tho pilotz la t.. .. i u e uny be due to the
pronounced favorable longitudinal acceleration effects that occur
imultaneouuly.

As observed in references i and 2 the pitching-moment changes with
thrut are- important for currier-type approaches where the pilot uses the
throttle actively in making flight-path corrections while maintaining
constfait speed, and particularly while flying on the "back side" of tche

drag-velocity curve. Figure 15 demonstrates the throttle action during
a tyPIesl carrier-type approach mnade on the back side of the drag-velocity

2curve. From the frequency of the throttle changes it is apparent that
the throttle is as important as the longtiduinal control for flight-path
control.

Throttle response characteristics are not so irportant to the pilot
in tactical-type approaches in which the speed is varied continuously and
close control of airspeed is not necessary. In this type of approach,
low levels of engine thrust are generally used, and the large engine time

.o- n+t as ocIated 4twh theae low thrust levels would discourage the
une of the tnrottle for rapid flight-path adjustment even if the pilot
were so inclined. Illustrative of the time elements that influence this
s;ituation is the fact 'hat the time required to change the thrust of the
F-86A engine by 1100 pounds would be 6 seconds from a level of %0 percent
of design rpm as against only 1 second from a level of 79 percent of
design rpm.

Airplane-Engine Characteristics in Relation to the Landing Approach

Thrust margn.- The margin of thrust available for flight-path-angle
control is a signficant factor in evaluating approach speeds. On the
basis of tests of the airplanes of this study as well as several other

airplanes the following pilot ratings have been assigned to different
M ranges of thrust margin available at the approach speed.

_- - -I'~ild ..
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12 Pilot rating

> 0.28 Excellent

0.12i
to Satisfactory
o.26

< 0.10 Limiting (in
terms of further
reduction in
approach speed)

It is of interest to observe £nim e data iL iur ... tha t, e tlti'd
ra'-s of change of T/W for the F4D aid FJ-3 airplanes that were rated
excellent in thrust -argin are actually slower than the rates for other
airplanes considered less satisfactory. This would indicate that the
bisolute margins of nT/W available are more important than the small
time diff nces in developing T/W.

A limited study of the effects of AT/W margin wns made on a Landing-
approach simulator. =r. study indicated that pilots begu to increa e
their approach speed as the value of AT/W was reduced below atcu,-. 0.
The difference between this value of 0.2 and the value of 0.12 indicated
as a lower satisfactory limit in the preceding tabulation may be due to
limitations of the simulator arrangement used. No provision was made on
the simulator for the favor-bler trim change due to thrust such as existea

for most of the airplanes included in these tests.

Wave -offs.- The results of wave-off tests conducted on four of the
test airplanes from carrier-type approaches are sutmarized in figure 16
where a measure of rate of change of T/W, wv1U orrespond.ng pilot
ratings, is plotted against the ratio of test speed to stalling speed.
Allowing for certain discrepancies this method of presentation seems to
define an approximate .boundary betw'een satisfactory- and unsatisfactory
rates of thrust development, which varies only slightly, but in the
expected direction, with changing airspeed,

The results Indicate that the mini. satisfactory thrust rates are
below available levels for the test ai-rlrps. To the extent that these
available levels may be considered as representative, then, it appears
that th--st ratez curwnt- Prot d _ arpdeiata fnr wave-off from

carrier-type approaches. This conclusion should probably be further
restricted to airplanes having reasonable thrust margins since all the
four test airplanes had values of T/W margin greater than 0.11.

It will be noted that the level of acceptable thrust rates does not
increase greatly as the speed is reduced below the minimum comfortable
approach speeds which are at values of V/V of about 1.2. In fact,

A- rA F47& i,'-- , ,, A..M .



the lower exid of the test Lpeed sicale is; only 7 perrx-t atbove the stin1g
s;peed. From tAis it would seem reusornable to assumw-e thenr that wave-elfT
considerations have no sigiificant effect in defining approach speedsL in

r,n44r,--arrier-type approac'hes. Whether such a c-onclusion cun be drawn with

euurtolovZer powe'r t;jctca1typ W t.qe;i ie;iu rjUI tior.

LSimulator studies.- Uimitd simulator studies; were made of the effect
or engine, time constant or. carrder approach s-peedi;. It was; found that
rt-. iction of the enigine tim constant fromn ictuaL values, to- value of
zero had no si1.gmififcart effect or; the approac(.h speed. 7!his lack. of effe'rt
was attributed to tie- smajll ampl-tUd~es, of the, throttle steps :sonrt
us,,ed ([f1g. IA ). For s;ues s,,mall -Arptitude:;, -is has already been :.otec,
the time f;onst.rit:, of' the engine at carrier approach rjr. wvould be quite

These resiilts r-,.aot be regarded as; definitive, pairticuLLsriy -iLen,

deacedfro flghtstudier; that engine time const uts iurrent.Ly va.
able in crizrier-type tpproaches t-tr riot large enoujo- to 'iffe-t aput;
ctusionkoudeslbnce aleyeto f hsnprohr.$n

Thedy,,uricresponse.; of th~e airplane anid the engire to ltbrupt
chLnt ntrtl position were investigated in flighit for ai nuater
of e-rple fighter-type aripianies. Trhe tests; were rzct comprehe.si/e

enogh o dfin u minimum acceptable resp:onse rate of the engine for +,he
landin apprah i o'wever, for the operating range above about dbj-perce.t

'~rlt'n wz,±':rrmrt moust of the tests; were confixierl, certai:. on
C luion cold e rachd as follows:

1. Foshotl teps of small xmplitude the engine dyniamic thrw: t
resonfe,;wer geeralyrepresentable by first-order dya.nic respon.e,

,th tie on:antofwhich increases, inearly with magnitude of thrnust

1.Forlarer izethrottle s-teps the thrus~t variation:~ for co7,e
engneL desiredsignificantly from that corresponding to ai first-order

Thinrnhsnhi not easroun 4' -o I., i -- ,

engine response -halricteristices for lanoing-appmu'i(h simulatio is, but
might be important for other applications.

I1. In ctrrier-type landing approaches the throttle movements
customairily used for contrDl tre in the form of s-mall1 steps for ,vI' .Lh
the first-order approxiUmationi would probably be valid and the effective
engine time cntur~ ;al

L W'_
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4. For the large throttle steps used in wave-offs from carrier-
appror.ch thrust levels the dynamic responses of the engines tested were
rapid enough that engine time constants in the wave-off did not limit
approach speed.

5. Responses of the various test airplanes to throttle steps were
different in the degree to which vertical accelerations developed as it
result of trim changes due to thrust

Ames Research Cer.ter
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Moffett Field. Calif., Apr. 30, 1959
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TABLE I. - PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AIRPLAI.ES MID ENGINES

Airplane Wing Engine model Engine -- =ding-I Fue
Airplane lauding area, and series compressor approach regulator,

weight, sq ft number type speeds, service
lb knots designation

FJ-3 13,990 288 YJ65-W4 Axial ll TJ-L2
F4D 16,870 557 J57-P8A Axial 121 JFC12-2
F9F-6 13,440 300 J48-P8 Centrifugal 114 A7011E
F-86A 12,335 288 J47-13 Axial - VS 26900 G6
F-94C 14,933 233 J48-P7 Centrifugal 13. A7508
F-86F 12,900 288 J47-27 Axial ll VS2-14250-B2
F-84F 15,635 325 YJ65-WIA Axial 132 TJ-J2
F7U-3 21,030 535 J46-wE-8B Axial 108 58J846-2
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37.12'

(a J-3 airplane.

Figuxe .L.-Ve w e-a' ~n of the test airparies.



45,66'

(b) F4D airP).ane.

Figure I.- Cotinued.



41.10

(c) F9F-6 airplane.

Figure 1.- Continued.
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37.5S

(d) F-86A and F-86F airplanes.

Figure l.- Contirnied.
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42.6'

4 3.7'

(e) F-94C airplane.

Figure I..- Continued.



33.58'

7 43.40

(f) F-84F aiiIine.

Figure 1.- Continued.
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(g) F7U-3 airplane.

Figure l..- Concluaded.
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Figure 2.- Variation of instaled-engLne thrust with rpm for test
airplanes as measured on thrust stand.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

HEADQUARTERS AIR FORCE MATERIEL- COMMAND

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE. OHIO

FEB 9 2002

MEMORANDUM FOR DTIC/OCQ (ZENA ROGERS)
8725 JOHN J. KINGMAN ROAD, SUITE 0944
FORT BELVOIR VA 22060-6218

FROM: AFMC CSO/SCOC
4225 Logistics Avenue, Room S132
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-5714

SUBJECT: Technical Reports Cleared for Public Release

References: (a) HQ AFMC/PAX Memo, 26 Nov 01, Security and Policy Review,
AFMC 01-242 (Atch 1)

.__2 (b) HQ AFMC/PAX Memo, 19 Dec 01, Security and Policy Review,
AFMC 01-275 (Atch 2)

(c) HQ AFMC/PAX Memo, 17 Jan 02, Security and Policy Review,
AFMC 02-005 (Atch 3)

1. Technical reports submitted in the attached references listed above are cleared for public
release in accordance with AFI 35-101, 26 Jul 01, Public Affairs Policies and Procedures,
Chapter 15 (Cases AFMC 01-242, AFMC 01-275, & AFMC 02-005).

2. Please direct further questions to Lezora U. Nobles, AFMC CSO/SCOC, DSN 787-8583.

L Ef 0R U.' B LE S
AFMC STINFO Assistant
Directorate of Communications and Information

Attachments:
1. HQ AFMC/PAX Memo, 26 Nov 01
2. HQ AFMC/PAX Memo, 19 Dec 01
3. HQ AFMC/PAX Memo, 17 Jan 02

cc:
HQ AFMC/HO (Dr. William Elliott)



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

HEADQUARTERS AIR FOROE MATERIEL COMMAND
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE OHIO

DEC 19 200
MEMORANDUM FOR HQ AFMC/HO

FROM: HQ AFMC/PAX

SUBJECT: Security and Policy Review, AFMC 01-275

1. The reports listed in your attached letter were submitted for security and policy review LAW
AFI 35-101, Chapter 15. They have been cleared for public release.

2. If you have any questions, please call me at 77828. Thanks.

SES A. MORROW
2!/ ecurity and Policy Review

Office of Public Affairs

Attachment:
Your Ltr 18 November 2001



18 December 2001

MEMORANDUM FOR: HQ AFMC/PAX
Attn: Jim Morrow

FROM: HQ AFMC/HO

SUBJECT: Releasability Reviews

1. Please conduct public releasability reviews for the following attached Defense
Technical Information Center (DTIC) reports:

a. Emergency Fuel Selector Valve Test on the J47-GE-27 Engine as Installed on F-

86F Aircraft, January 1955; DTIC No. AD- 056 013.

b. Phase II Performance and Serviceability Tests of the F-86F Airplane USAF No.
51-13506 with Pre-Turbine Modifications, June 1954; DTIC No. AD- 037 710.

c. J-47 Jet Engine Compressor Failures, 7 April 1952; DTIC No. AD- 039 818.

d. Evaluation of Aircraft Armament Installation (F-86F with 206 RK Guns) Project
Gun-Val, February 1955; DTIC No. AD- 056 763.

e. A Study of Serviced-Imposed Maneuvers of Four Jet Fighter Airplanes in Relation
to Their Handling Qualities and Calculated Dynamic Characteristics, 15 August
1955; DTIC No. AD- 068 899.

f. Fuel Booster Pump, 6 February 1953; DTIC No. AD- 007 226.

g. Flight Investigation of Stability Fix for F-86F Aircraft, 8 September 1953; DTIC
No. AD- 032 259.

h. Investigation of Engine Operational Deficiencies in the F-86F Airplane, June
1953; DTIC No. AD- 015 749.

i. Operational Suitability Test of the T-160 20mm Gun Installation in F-86F-2
Aircraft, 29 April 1954; DTIC No. AD- 031 528.

j. Engineering Evaluation of Type T 160 Gun and Installation in F 86 Aircraft,
September 1953; DTIC No. AD- 019 809.



k. Airplane and Engine Responses to Abrupt Throttle Steps as Determined from
Flight Tests of Eight Jet-Propelled Airplanes, September 1959; DTIC No. AD-
225 780.

1. Improved F-86F Combat Developed, 28 January 1953; DTIC No. AD- 003 153.

m. Flight Test Progress Report No. 19 for Week Ending February 27, 1953 for
Model F-86F Airplane NAA Model No. NA-191, 5 March 1953; DTIC No. AD-
006 806.

2. These attachments have been requested by Dr. Kenneth P. Werrell, a private
researcher.

3. The AFMC/HO point of contact for these reviews is Dr. William Elliott, who may be
reached at extension 77476.

• WEBER

Command Historian

13 Attachments:
a. DTIC No. AD- 056 013
b. DTIC No. AD- 037 710
c. DTIC No. AD- 039 818
d. DTIC No. AD- 056 763
e. DTIC No. AD- 068 899
f. DTIC No. AD- 007 226
g. DTIC No. AD- 032 259
h. DTIC No. AD- 015 749
i. DTIC No. AD- 031 528
j. DTIC No. AD- 019 809
k. DTIC No. AD- 225 780
I. DTIC No. AD- 003 153
m. DTIC No. AD- 006 806


